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ABSTRACT
As the application of machine learning (ML) algorithms becomes
more widespread, governmental organisations try to benefit from
this technology. While ML has the potential to support public ser-
vices, its application also introduces challenges. Several scholars
have described the possible opportunities and challenges of ML
applications in the public sector conceptually. However, it is not yet
investigated if and how these concepts materialise and are perceived
by end-users in the public sector when ML is applied. Therefore, it
is neither clear whether these concepts are valid, nor what regula-
tion could be introduced to address them effectively. This empirical
study’s objective is to shed light on how challenges and oppor-
tunities of governmental use of ML algorithms are perceived by
Dutch professionals in the public sector. We attain our objective
by conducting interviews with twelve professionals from Dutch
executive and supervisory organisations in the public sector that
respectively use ML and supervise the use of ML. Results show that
ML is used primarily for improvements in the accuracy and speed
of public task execution. Furthermore, interviewed professionals
experience several barriers for ML implementation as well as risks
following from the use of ML. The implications of these findings for
practice are discussed, as well as opportunities for further research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Machine learning (ML) algorithms1 are at the core of several highly
successful companies, such as Alphabet and Meta. Following their
example, the public sector and governments have been increasingly
using ML applications to support their tasks over the past years.
With the help of ML, governments try to improve contact with
and services to citizens. For example, virtual assistants help with
tax applications [1] and national statistics are available through
the ’Google Assistant’[35]. Furthermore, ML algorithms have been
introduced in fraud detection practices[26] and in the judiciary
system[3]. In the Netherlands, a survey pointed out that 50% of
all responding government agencies use algorithms, 84% of which
stated they were using ML algorithms [10]. [12] shows that 45% of
142 researched governmental agencies in the United States use Arti-
ficial Intelligence (AI)2 or ML and "the pace of AI/ML development
in government seems to be accelerating" [12, p.91].

The adoption of ML applications is understandable, as public
services may become cheaper andmore effective [21]. Decisions can
be better informed through the use of data analysis [43]. However,
in recent papers, it has been argued that ML applications may
introduce new challenges such as the unfair treatment of citizens
due to biased input data [22], accountability gaps [41] and breaches
of personal privacy [4]. Other studies have pointed out that the
fear of these challenges can in turn lead to the underuse of ML
applications [15], leading to missed chances of improvement of
governmental services.

1Machine learning algorithms are those algorithms that can automatically detect
patterns in data. They differ from less complex algorithms by the characteristic that
ML algorithms need little specification on how the pattern detection task must be
executed [34]
2We use the following definition of AI in this paper: “the capability of a computer
system to show human-like intelligent behaviour characterised by certain core compe-
tencies, including perception, understanding, action, and learning" [44, p. 599]
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Over the past few years, a political debate has risen about the
danger of algorithms in the public sector. Just like in many other
countries, politicians in the Netherlands called for "transparent and
controllable" algorithms [29], public availability of the "function-
ing and source code of algorithms or methods of analysis with a
considerable impact on citizens" [38] and guidelines for public use
of algorithms [24]. In reaction to this debate, the European Com-
mission proposed AI regulation [13] and the coalition agreement
of the in 2021 formed Dutch cabinet contains the goal of installing
an "algorithm watchdog" [40]. However, for any AI regulation to
be effective, it should be aimed at mitigating potential risks that
are introduced with the use of ML algorithms while not severely
hampering its benefits [30]. Furthermore, it should be clear to law-
makers what opportunities and risks they need to include in their
trade-offs for legislation development [2].

Little is known about the challenges and opportunities of govern-
mental use of ML in practice. Multiple scholars have been studying
the challenges and opportunities of ML, some of them focusing
on governmental use in particular. The larger body of research
has a conceptual character [15, 18, 32], as opposed to presenting
empirical data. Furthermore, some literature synthesises opinions
and observations of academic experts [11, 41]. However, very little
research can be found on the materialisation of challenges and op-
portunities of ML as perceived by professionals in public practice,
the end-users of these tools. This empirical insight is important
since it can validate or contest conceptual studies and generate new
concepts and theories about the challenges and opportunities of
ML. Such insight may help to design effective regulations for ML
and assist supervisors in enforcing these regulations.

To arrive at these insights, interviews with twelve professionals
working at the national government of the Netherlands were con-
ducted. Six professionals work at organisations implementing ML
to support their executive duties, six professionals work at organi-
sations that have a supervisory role regarding these organisations
using ML algorithms. The Dutch context is interesting since the
government is highly digitised [37] and is at the frontier of openly
sharing what algorithms are being used in the public sector [14].

2 BACKGROUND
Since the beginning of this century, the application of ML algo-
rithms has been surging [19, 28, 46]. Firstly, this surge goes hand in
hand with the increasing amount of available data, due to the digi-
tisation of data which was earlier stored analogously such as visual
content (on film) and writing (on paper) [8]. Secondly, administra-
tion, formerly absent or documented on paper, is increasingly done
digitally. Thirdly, new types of data are emerging, such as social
media data, personal location data obtained from mobile phones
and log files from clicks on websites, primarily flowing from devices
and sensors [39]. Furthermore, the internet increases the possibil-
ities to collect and share data [8], while cheaper storage capacity
enables saving all this data [19]. ML algorithms are able to analyse
this data and reveal information hidden in this data [28]. Over the
past years, ML applications have been empowered by increased
computational power and the development of new algorithms and
theories [19].

Governments can benefit from the developments of ML, as they
have large amounts of data available. Public organisations gather
data of citizens in order to execute public tasks, but the capacity is
lacking to process all data by hand. When ML algorithms can be
applied, opportunities lie in an increase in decision-making accu-
racy, an increase in the speed with which information tasks can be
executed and a reduction in costs by replacing human capacity [21].
Several public tasks have the potential to benefit from ML. Some
tasks involve the prediction of a variable, such as crime risk [20],
recidivism [7] or cyber-attacks [36]. Other tasks involve the iden-
tification of people or objects, such as (per)ocular recognition for
border security [25] and face recognition for forensic applications
[27]. ML can help with prioritisation, for example when detecting
fraud in tax declarations [26] or risk scoring of financial transac-
tions to detect possible money laundering [6]. Contact with citizens
can be automated with the help of ML, for example in chatbots [1]
or voice assistants [35].

Wirtz et al. presents four dimensions of challenges for AI3, in an
attempt to capture the broad range of challenges that may occur
when implementing AI in the public sector [44]. First, there is the
technological dimension, involving the safety, quality, feasibility
of AI systems and the expertise needed to implement AI systems.
Second, there are societal challenges, involving (the lack of) trust
in AI-supported systems [23] and the replacement of the human
workforce with machines [5]. Third, there are ethical challenges
such as discrimination against groups of citizens due to biased
input data [22] and the possible constraining effect of AI on human
decision making [17]. Fourthly, there are regulatory challenges
due to its potential autonomy, making it difficult to scrutinise an
algorithm [18] or hold people accountable for its working [42].
Furthermore, AI can be used to gather or analyse data without the
consent of citizens, intruding on their privacy [45].

It is important to note that challenges are not the same as risks.
Risks are comprised of a potential occurrence of some event, the
consequences of this event with some probability and the valuation
of these consequences [31]. For example, Brynjolfsson and Mitchell
notes that ML will alter our economies and labour, but further
understanding is needed to know what are the consequences of
specific uses of ML [5]. Furthermore, if mitigation strategies are
in place, potentially harmful events can be prevented. For exam-
ple, Engstrom et al. proposes solutions that can be helpful for the
challenge of scrutinising algorithms and accountability gaps [12].
Lastly, the valuation of any probable harmful consequences can be
compensated by the potential advantages of the use of ML [2].

The four dimensions of Wirtz et al. provide a very complete
overview of AI challenges [44]. We will use these dimensions in
our research as a framework to analyse the perceived challenges
of ML. The three main benefits of ML Maciejewski for the public
sector will be used to analyse the opportunities [21].

3 RESEARCH APPROACH
To achieve our research goal, we use interviewing as our main
research method. Interviewing is chosen because it aligns well with
the exploratory character of this study. Interviewing allows for
’mutual exploration’ of the interview subject and for ’investigation

3Note that these challenges are not specific for ML, but for the broader concept of AI
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Table 1: Overview of interviewees

ID Interviewee position Organisation type
I1 Manager Executive organisation
I2 Data scientist Executive organisation
I3 Data scientist Executive organisation
I4 Manager Executive organisation
I5 Data scientist Executive organisation
I6 Data scientist Executive organisation
I7 Manager Supervising agency
I8 Director Supervising agency
I9 Researcher Supervising agency
I10 Manager Supervising agency
I11 Manager & advisor Supervising agency

of causation’ [16, p. 125]. By posing open-end questions, the inter-
viewer leaves room for unexpected answers and is able to acquire
a deeper understanding of the subject. A semi-structured interview
will be performed, using a set of predefined questions, which are
presented in appendix A. The interview questions were sent to the
interviewee beforehand.

Eleven interviews were conducted with twelve professionals4
from Dutch executive organisations that use ML and supervisory
agencies supervising the application of ML by these executive or-
ganisations. These groups offer two interesting perspectives, as
they must respectively comply with and enforce on proposed AI
regulation. Such regulation can only be effective when aimed at
risks and the trade-off between risks and opportunities of ML.

Both professionals with deep technological knowledge about
ML, as well as professionals with managerial tasks related to ML
were interviewed. In this way, we explore both the challenges of
the technology and of the technology in its socio-technical context.
Table 1 presents a list of the characteristics of the professionals that
were interviewed.

With the permission of the interviewees, voice recordings were
made of each interview. These voice recordings were subsequently
transcribed and the interviewees were given the possibility to check
the transcriptions. Qualitative data analysis was performed using
the Software ATLAS.ti (version 9). First, a round of coding was
done by reading each interview line by line and marking important
statements. The first round of coding was done in a ‘data-driven’
manner, as the codes follow from the raw data, i.e. the transcripts,
as opposed to (pre)defining codes from theory [9]. Secondly, axial
coding was performed, by grouping codes into categories to capture
relationships between related codes [33]. These categories include
the dimensions used by [44] to classify perceived challenges of ML
and the main benefits of ML as described by [21] to analyse ML op-
portunities. Thirdly, a second round of coding was done, consisting
of merging overlapping codes, and checking for consistent coding
over the different interviews. Two of the authors were involved in
the data analysis.

Starting the analysis process in a data-driven manner allowed
for exploring all opportunities and challenges that could be found

4Ten interviews were conducted with one interviewee and one interview was con-
ducted with two interviewees

in the statements of the interviewees. Only after listing all these
opportunities and challenges, they were placed in the proposed
frameworks. By doing so, it is possible to critically reflect on the
frameworks.

4 RESULTS
This section presents the results of the analysis of the twelve in-
terviews. The opportunities, respectively the risks, of ML that the
interviewees perceive in their organisation and the public organ-
isations that they supervise. Tables 2 and 3 show all perceived
opportunities and risks with the ID of the interviewees correspond-
ing to Table 1.

4.1 Perceived opportunities of ML
In this section, we analyse what professionals in the Dutch gov-
ernment perceive as the opportunities of the use of ML algorithms.
Table 2 shows that eleven distinct opportunities were mentioned.
The opportunities were categorised using the three main benefits
distinguished by Maciejewski [21]. One opportunity did not fit any
of the categories, and was assigned to a fourth category, named
’transparency’.

Five opportunities were mentioned that are related to accuracy
improvements. The most observed opportunity is to process pre-
viously unused data. ML has no problem with large sets of data,
whereas processing these data sets was impossible with the scarce
human capacity available in the organisations of the interviewees.
Three interviewees mentioned that inspection tasks were carried
out mainly by taking a random sample of the to be inspected pop-
ulation: "In our domain it is always about finding the needle in a
haystack" [I1]. ML algorithms can be used to make better-informed
choices on who or what to inspect. New patterns can be found in
data with the help of ML, that were missed by humans: "we see a
lat of opportunities that these algorithms can help find patterns that
our individual professionals do not see" [I1]. ML also helps to inform
policymakers, which can get more information out of available data
with ML. One interviewee mentioned that ML helps in making de-
cisions more objectively, whereas previously ’gut feeling’ decisions
were not uncommon.

The interviewed professionals perceived four opportunities that
relate to the improvement of the speed with which public informa-
tion tasks can be executed. Three professionals see that ML leads
to better allocation of human capacity, for example when capacity
can be assigned to tasks with a relatively high reward: "What is
the most promising case? Which case should we handle first?" [I4].
Furthermore, ML can support decision-makers with a better infor-
mation position, which makes the processing of work easier and
therefore faster: "We can do things with camera’s and other sensors,
like microphones" [I6]. Two interviewees mentioned that there are
repetitive tasks that are experienced as boring and employees faced
with these tasks tend to lose focus and work slower. ML can take
over these tasks and therefore increase speed. One interviewee
mentioned that ML is employed to work on the same work as is
being done by humans, in order to extend capacity.

Three interviewees mentioned an opportunity that had a direct
relation to reducing costs of operations. This opportunity lies in
the replacement of human personnel. It must be noted however
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that almost all perceived opportunities can have an indirect effect
on costs.

Besides benefits related to the accuracy, speed and cost, two
interviewees mentioned that ML leads to more transparent and
traceable documentation of decisions, in comparison to human
decision making: "With human decision-making it is often far less
clear what variables are considered" [Ï9].

4.2 Perceived challenges of ML
In this section, we analyse what professionals in the Dutch gov-
ernment perceive as the challenges of the use of ML algorithms.
The four dimensions of AI challenges of Wirtz et al. are used as
a framework for this analysis [44]. We categorised the challenges
mentioned by interviewees using these four dimensions. For four
challenges we were not able to assign them to any of the four di-
mensions and were categorised as ’other’ challenges. We observe
different types of challenges. Firstly, there are barriers that make it
difficult for organisations to use systems using ML on a daily basis
in core processes. Secondly, there are risks that follow from using
ML in public organisations. These risks include potential hazards
to the quality or the continuity of the execution of public tasks. An
overview of all challenges mentioned by interviewees and whether
they were viewed as a risk or a barrier can be found in Table 3.

While all interviewees, working at executive organisations, were
experimenting with using ML algorithms, only one interviewee
indicated that these algorithms were integrated into core organisa-
tional processes. The others used ML for incidental data analyses
but were faced with barriers that challenged a more structural ap-
plication of ML. The quality of the data was mentioned by most
interviewees as a barrier for ML implementation. A reason for low
data quality is that a lot of data comes from registrations which
are made not with the aim to analyse them, but because of legal
obligations. Furthermore, registrations on crime and violations of
regulations are incomplete. Four interviewees indicated that ex-
isting IT infrastructure poses barriers for the implementation of
ML. Integration in existing systems is often difficult, but necessary
because ML is used to help in existing work processes. Furthermore,
ML algorithms are developed mostly in open-source languages, that
are not easily integrated into the IT infrastructure, and IT staff is
not used to working with such applications: "Machine learning needs
constant development. Our organisation is not prepared for this" [I6].
The lack of investments in the development of ML is mentioned
both as a barrier for ML implementation, as well as a risk. Four
interviewees reported that investments should be increased in or-
der to be able to go from experiments to implementation. These
investments concern both IT infrastructure and personnel costs.
Risks follow from the observation that there is capacity needed
for maintaining the quality of algorithms, once implemented. The
GDPR5 was mentioned twice as a barrier. Data that is available
cannot be used due to legal constraints, although societal benefits
are expected from using this data. The last barrier is seen in getting
colleagues on board for working with ML. Professionals in man-
agement and working with the outcomes lack trust in the proposed
ML algorithms: using ML "means that they have to change their way
of working. We can not force them to do so" [I3].

5General Data Protection Regulation

Besides barriers, the interviewees see risks of the use of ML
algorithms in public organisations. Six risks are related to the im-
plementation of ML technology. Knowledge about ML is mentioned
six times as a risk. More specifically, interviewees mention a lack
of knowledge from the side of managers, the people responsible
for the organisations using ML, as a risk: "The risk lies in the gap
between the knowledge of data analysts and decision-makers" [I1].
Another risk that involves knowledge is seen in external hire. Pro-
fessionals with ML knowledge are scarce, and external hire can
help with this. However, knowledge is not maintained and leaves
when the hiring period is done. A monodisciplinary team is also
a risk. Two interviewees mentioned that this can lead to ML of
lower quality since the focus on important aspects can be missing.
Lastly, one interviewee mentioned that ML applications run on
infrastructure that is delivered by a small number of companies. A
calamity at one of these companies can cause the failure of a lot of
ML applications at once: "It’s a winner-takes-all market, regarding
the supply of infrastructure. That leads to new vulnerabilities" [I10].

Three mentioned risks relate to changes in society and human
interaction due to ML. Firstly, it is seen as a risk that professionals
do not accept ML outcomes. These professionals do not agree with
a situation in which part of their work is being outsourced to a
machine and do not take ML outcomes into consideration or only
do this when the outcomes confirm their own logic: "it is a risk that
they only follow the model when they agree and strengthen their own
judgement" [I3]. Secondly, one interviewee mentioned that it is a
risk that society will not agree on the use of ML. Thirdly, it is a
risk that professionals lose skill and knowledge by leaning on ML
outcomes.

Three risks are seen by interviewees regarding the ethics of ML.
Five of the interviewees see risks related to bias in input data used
forML algorithms. This bias can lead to discriminatory practices, for
examplewhen certain parts of the population are overrepresented in
registrations. One interviewee mentions the risk that citizens might
not be aware that the government use ML. This might make them
feel fooled or not being taken seriously, as human interaction can
be preferred over interaction with a machine. Lastly, it is mentioned
that automated decision making following from ML leaves no room
for personal circumstances of citizens, that would be relevant and
considered when a human decision-maker would be involved.

The category of law and regulations concerns the governance
of ML. Eight interviewees see risks in this theme regarding the
opaqueness of some ML algorithms. ML algorithms like neural
networks might produce results that cannot be logically explained
by humans. Interviewees working at executive organisations are
well aware that they have a responsibility to be able to explain
how decisions came to be. However, they do state that they have
difficulties determining what is a good explanation and what is the
lower limit of explaining a decision. Six interviewees see a risk of
difficulties overturning decisions that were made by ML algorithms.
Citizens should be in the position to contest a decision. To enable
this, civil servants should be able to understand the process that
led to a decision and feel confident to overturn this decision as they
see fit. In order to contest a decision it also needs to be clear who is
responsible for the decision, which can become opaque when ML
systems are used: "You, as a citizen, can not just call someone for an
explanation for an automated decision" [I3]. This risk of opacity of
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Table 2: Opportunities of ML as perceived by Dutch public professionals

Category Opportunities mentioned by interviewees
Accuracy of decision making Process data that was not being used due to scarce human capacity [I1, I3, I5, I6, I10]

Informed inspections instead of random samples [I1, I3, I7]
Find new patterns in data [I1, I5, I6]
Make policies based on better information [I1, I2]
Make decisions more objectively [I7]

Acceleration of information tasks Better allocate human personnel [I1, I2, I4]
Work from a better information position [I2, I6]
Let computers work on things that are boring for humans [I6, I10]
Divide tasks between computers and humans to extend capacity [I6]

Reduction of decision-making costs Replacement of human personnel [I4, I6, I9]
Transparency Transparent and traceable documentation of decisions [I5, I9]

Table 3: Challenges for ML as perceived by Dutch public professionals

Category Challenges mentioned by interviewees Risk or
barrier

Technology Knowledge about ML is missing on a managerial level [I1, I2, I3, I7, I8, I10] Risk
implementation Data quality is not sufficient for ML applications [I2, I3, I4, I5, I10] Barrier

IT Infrastructure is not ready for ML applications [I2, I3, I5, I6] Barrier
Investments in the development of ML algorithms are missing [I1, I2, I9, I10] Risk + barrier
There is not enough capacity and knowledge in IT staff to take ML applications into production
[I5, I6]

Barrier

Data cannot be used for ML due to the GDPR [I3, I11] Barrier
Professionals do not trust ML to take over work [I2, I3] Barrier
Important aspects of ML development can be overlooked in monodisciplinary teams [I2, I9] Risk
Knowledge about ML comes from external hire and disappears when hired personnel leaves [I2] Risk
ML algorithms can contain design flaws [I7] Risk
Infrastructure used for ML is provided by a small number of companies, making it vulnerable in
case of calamities [I10]

Risk

Society ML algorithms may not be accepted by professionals working with ML outcomes [I3, I5, I6] Risk
ML algorithms may not be accepted by society [I2] Risk
Professionals lose skill due to ML taking over work [I6] Risk

Ethics Biased data leads to biased ML outcomes with discriminatory effects [I3, I4, I5, I8, I11] Risk
Citizens are not aware that ML is used when they interact with public organisations [I8] Risk
Automated decision making following from a ML algorithm leaves no room for personal circum-
stances of citizens [I11]

Risk

Law & Some ML algorithms are opaque in their working [I1, I4, I5, I6, I7, I8, I10, I11] Risk
Regulations Outcomes of ML cannot be overturned or questioned [I3, I7, I8, I9, I10, I11] Risk

Organisations lose control of processes if ML is delivered by a third party [I6, I7, I9, I10, I11] Risk
It is unclear who is responsible for the quality and the outcomes of ML algorithms [I1, I2, I3, I10] Risk
ML can breach the privacy of citizens [I2] Risk

Other The speed with which ML can process tasks makes for a larger impact of a mistake, compared to
manual processing of tasks [I8, I11]

Risk

The hype of ML leads to the use of ML while other tools are better fitted for the job [I3] Risk
Connected systems using ML can cause cascading effects that are difficult to oversee [I10] Risk
While trying to be transparent about the use of ML, citizens can game the system [I3] Risk

responsibilities for the quality and the outcomes of ML algorithms
is mentioned by four interviewees. Five interviewees see it as a risk
that third parties deliver ML systems to public organisations. This
can lead to more opaqueness in how the algorithms work due to

disclosure restrictions, but also to more opaqueness in responsibil-
ities. One interviewee mentioned privacy as a risk of ML, while
we saw earlier that privacy regulations impose a barrier for the
application of ML.
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Four risks were mentioned by interviewees that did not match
any of the dimensions as described [44], but do relate to the im-
plementation of ML. Firstly, the speed with which ML can process
tasks is an opportunity but also leads to larger consequences when
a mistake is made. Secondly, the hype about ML can lead to the
implementation of ML while other tools might be more appropriate:
"People want something with AI, it doesn’t matter what" [I3]. While
this is not a risk of ML itself, it is indicated that this can lead to
misuse of ML. Projects that involve ML have a higher chance to
make a claim on innovation budgets, compared to less complex so-
lutions that might perform better for the job at hand. Thirdly, when
multiple systems work with ML, these systems can influence each
other. These cascading events can have unforeseen consequences.
Lastly, it is mentioned that citizens can ’game the system’ when
they know how a ML algorithm operates.

5 DISCUSSION, LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER
RESEARCH

The interviewees were questioned in an exploratory manner, posing
open questions and leaving room for side-tracks that were deemed
interesting to the interviewees. The results of these interviews show
that professionals in Dutch public organisations recognise both the
opportunities and challenges of ML algorithms as described in con-
ceptual studies. The used categories for both the opportunities and
challenges are neither mutually exclusive nor commonly exhaus-
tive. Perceived opportunities and challenges were categorised as we
saw best fitted. However, categorisation is inevitably arbitrary and
subjective for some parts. Furthermore, interviewees mentioned an
opportunity and several risks that could not be attributed to the
categories of the conceptual frameworks used during the analysis.
Although the lists of opportunities and challenges give a broad
overview of what is perceived, some perceived opportunities and
challenges may have been missed, due to the limited amount of
interviews conducted.

Several perceived risks relate to each other and are in themselves
not necessarily a risk. For example, citizens may not be aware that
a public organisation is using ML to interact with them. This can
result in a lower trust in this public organisation when they do
find out about this. Furthermore, when asked about the risks of ML
interviewees tend to mention factors that could have a mitigating
effect on possible risks, such as investing in knowledge about ML
and its risks.

It should be noted that this study included professionals from
the Netherlands. The Dutch context might differ from that of other
countries. For example, sectors that are privatised in the Nether-
lands can be public in others, shifting the range of public use of
ML. Furthermore, the implementation phase of ML varies amongst
countries. Countries with a high level of digitisation in public ser-
vices, like the Netherlands, will have more opportunities for using
ML, as opposed to countries with a lesser digitised government.
Lastly, values may differ between countries. The European Union
has been at the forefront regarding for example data privacy reg-
ulation, signalling a high value for privacy. Differences in values,
like privacy, might give a different perception of the opportunities
and challenges of ML.

The list of challenges is considerably longer than the list of
opportunities. However, it must be noted that this is not quantitative
research, so this does not lead to the conclusion that the risks
outweigh the opportunities. The opportunities are the reason for
the interviewees that work at an executive organisation to develop
ML applications while being conscious of the mentioned challenges.

We have several recommendations for further research that can
build on the results presented in this study. Firstly, we were able to
structure the mentioned opportunities and challenges, using the
concepts presented in Maciejewski, Wirtz et al. [21, 44]. However,
a comparison between conceptual studies and the empirical results
of this research is an avenue for further research. Secondly, a more
rigid approach to analysing risks can be adopted. The risks men-
tioned in this research are overlapping and influence each other. It
is still relatively unclear what are the hazardous events we want
to prevent, what are the consequences of these events and how do
we value these events. Thirdly, further research can explore the
opportunities and challenges in countries that have different char-
acteristics regarding public services, digitisation rate and values.
Fourthly, a more quantitative approach can be used to be able to
prioritise challenges.

6 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This study’s objective was to shed light on how challenges and op-
portunities of governmental use of ML algorithms are perceived by
Dutch professionals in the public sector. We have done this by inter-
viewing twelve professionals from Dutch public organisations, both
with supervisory and executive functions. This research gives an
empirical contribution to existing literature with a predominantly
conceptual character.

We identified eleven distinct opportunities, mentioned by the
interviewees. Using data that is now not used due to limited human
capacity is the most mentioned opportunity. While interviewees
do mention several other opportunities related to improvements in
accuracy and speed of public services, opportunities in reducing
costs are sparsely mentioned. Additionally, there is an opportunity
in making transparent and traceable documentation of decisions
due to the use of ML. We identified 26 challenges, mentioned by
the interviewees. The interviewees see two types of challenges,
barriers for and risks of ML algorithms. Firstly, there are risks that
the use of this technology brings to the quality of public services,
citizens, or society as a whole. Secondly, there are challenges that
impose a barrier to the implementation of ML. One risk that was
recognised broadly by the interviewees was the possibility that
ML algorithms may be too opaque for a proper explanation of
outcomes. The interviewees also perceive little guidance on what
level of explanation is sufficient.

The majority of the interviewees had experience with ML for
incidental analyses but were faced with these barriers when trying
to implement systems using ML for day-to-day use. It is recom-
mended for legislators and policy makers to take the distinction
between barriers and risks into account. Barriers will prevent or
slow the implementation of ML, making it harder to benefit from
this technology. If policymakers want to get the benefits of ML,
they should remove the barriers that prevent the further application
of ML. Risks are the challenges that have the potential to inflict
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harm. As effective regulation of ML should aim at the risks of this
technology [30], it is key to take these risks into consideration
when drafting regulations.

A INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
A.1 Procedural Questions
These questions are asked after the consent form has been filled
in and signed. By asking these questions we make sure that the
interviewee has been well informed before giving consent. Besides
this, the main points of the consent form will be briefly explained.

• Did you read the consent form "Interviews on the perceived
risks of machine learning in government"?

• Do you have any remaining questions about the consent
form?

A.2 Contextual Questions
These questions serve as context for the rest of the interview and
will not address the goal of the interview itself.

• For what organisation do you work?
• What is your role in this organisation?
• In what way does your work relate to the topic of machine
learning?

A.3 In-depth Questions
This part will answer the research question of this research. This
is also the part where we will accommodate for for elaboration on
unforeseen talking points, which may be of interest for the research
of this thesis.

Parts of some of the questions have text in brackets. For this
parts, the formulation of the question will be different for each of
the interviewee categories as listed in 1.

• How would you describe the phase of machine learning
application within [your organisation/ the organisations you
supervise]?

• What kind of machine learning applications does [your or-
ganisation/ the organisations you supervise] use?

• In what tasks that [your organisation/ the organisations you
supervise] performs can machine learning applications be
of use?

• What opportunities can machine learning applications yield
for [your organisation/ the organisations you supervise]?

• What are the risks of implementing machine learning appli-
cations for [your organisation/ the organisations you super-
vise]?

• What can be done to mitigate the risks regarding machine
learning applications

• Do you see a role for supervisory agencies to prevent or
mitigate risks regarding machine learning applications

• Do you see a role for supervisory agencies to promote the
opportunities of machine learning applications?
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